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Abstract - The Internet of Things (IoT) concepts are applied
to a number of applications ranging from home automation to
industrial IoT, where connecting various physical things from
anywhere in network. The techniques to manage and utilize
the massive volume of data produced by these objects are yet
to mature. Traditional database management solutions are
not enough in satisfying the sophisticated application needs of
an IoT network that has a truly global-scale. Current solutions
for IoT data management shows partial aspects of the IoT
environment with special focus on sensor networks. In this
paper, we survey the data management lifecycle of the IoT. We
finally propose a data management framework for IoT that
takes into consideration.
Key Words: Internet of Things, Data management, huge
data, Real time application, Framework

1. INTRODUCTION
The internet of things (IoT) is a network that connects
various types of objects to the internet through different
kinds of information perception devices so that all the
physical objects are able to exchange information with each
other. Data is one of the most valuable aspects of the IoT.
The term IoT has different meaning for different people - IoT
includes sensors, objects, smart devices, services etc that can
interact with user and among themselves [4]. One of the
objectives of the Internet of Things (IoT) research and
development is to enable real world objects to be connected
to the Web, so data generated by those objects can be
discovered, collected, processed, shared and utilized to
create intelligent and useful applications and services in
many domains such as smart cities, environment monitoring,
health and energy.
IoT data has distinctive characteristics that make
traditional relational-based database management an
obsolete solution. A massive volume of heterogeneous,
streaming and geographically dispersed real time data will
be created by million diverse devices periodically sending
observations about monitored phenomena or reporting the
occurrence of abnormal events[1][3].
From the data processing point of view, one of the
challenges in managing the IoT data is how to deal with the
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large number of heterogeneous sensing sources in a
particular application domain. If we take the smart city
applications, the real world data made available to the city
applications is not only from sensor networks installed by
city authorities at fixed locations, but also from mobile
sources such as buses and taxis equipped with environment
monitoring sensors and participatory sensing from citizens’
smart phones.
Traditional data management systems
handle the storage, retrieval, and update of elementary data
items, records and files. In the context of IoT, data
management systems must summarize data online while
providing storage, logging, and auditing facilities for offline
analysis. This expands the concept of data management from
offline storage, query processing, and transaction
management
operations
into
online-offline
communication/storage dual operations. We first define the
data lifecycle within the context of IoT and then outline the
energy consumption profile for each of the phases in order
to have a better understanding of IoT data management.

2. MOTIVATION
IoT is a network that connects objects to the internet
through various kinds of information perception devices so
that ordinary physical objects are able to exchange
information with each other. Data is one of the most
important aspects of IoT. It is collected from various kinds of
sensors in IoT environment. In most of the IoT application,
large number of sensors and data receivers sends
information to server. The server gathers the information
that later on becomes the huge amount in short time. IoT
application faces the challenge of real time
managing/extracting client useful information from whole
data stored on server. As this entire situation occurs in IoT
environment, there is huge need of data management. The
right data management strategy allows production processes
to be optimized more precisely, errors to be avoided and
cost to be minimized. Thus data management plays a central
role. A good data management system enables it to provide
the right data to the right time at right speed, no matter
which sources they are from and where they are located. It
covers the entire data life cycle, from data collection, storage,
classification and prioritization to achieving or deletion. Data
management also enables data migration as well as aspect of
data security and integrity.
ISO 9001:2008 Certified Journal
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3. LITERATURE SURVEY

carried out instead of considering only about expressing and
organizing of IoT data.

1] “Large data management in IoT application” focuses that
IOT applications can face the challenge of real
time
managing or displaying or extracting client useful
information from the whole data stored on servers.
Especially in critical situations, client’s database query can
take too long. A distinct layer of data processing is used to
“cache” fields based on selected or most frequent database
queries.
2] In ”Data management for Internet of things: Green
direction”, the life cycle of data within the Internet of Things
and survey the current research in the data management
field for the Internet of Things has discussed. The discussion
will focus on the research which is related to the
optimization of communication overhead and storage
mechanisms as they have the most significant impact on
energy consumption.
3]”Data management for internet of things: design
primitives and solutions” focuses on the survey of the data
management solutions that are proposed for IoT or
subsystems of the IoT has been done. The distinctive design
primitives are highlighted. Finally, a data management
framework for IoT is proposed that takes into consideration
the discussed design elements and acts as a seed to a
comprehensive IoT data management solution.
4] ” Enabling Query of Frequently Updated Data from Mobile
Sensing Sources”, Wei Wang[4] focuses on two problems: (i)
how to design a common, structured sensing layer for the
heterogeneous, mobile data sources and, (ii)how to query
FUTS (Frequently Updated, Time stamped and Structured)
data from these sources.
5]”Efficient Storage of Multi-Sensor Object-Tracking Data”
proposed the first read/write-optimized solution for storing
multi-sensor object-tracking data on HDFS. The results
suggest the efficiency of the proposal with respect to diskwrite throughput, memory-write throughput, search
performance, and sensor clustering.
6]”A Unified storage and query optimization framework for
sensor data” proposed that Traditional data storage and
query approaches cannot handle large amount of sensor data
properly. To deal with such limitations, a unified storage and
query optimization framework, named DeCloud-RealBase, is
proposed towards the management of large volumes of
sensor data.
7]”A storage solution for massive IoT data based on NoSQL”
proposed a storage management solution called IOTMDB
based on NoSQL as current storage solutions are not
performing well support storing massive and heterogeneous
data collected by IoT devices. Some evaluations are also
© 2017, IRJET
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8]”IoT data management methods and optimization
algorithms for mobile publish/subscribe services in cloud
environment” focuses on design principles for data
management methods in IoT and optimization algorithms by
way of publish/subscribe middleware and linked data which
spread over mobile network for producing a coherent IoT
ecosystem.
9]”Data management in ambient assisted living platforms
approaching IoT : a case study” analyzes the issues related to
data management starting from a review of state of art for
drawing a general approaches. In this paper , investigation
has been done on data handling and management issues
from the adoption of IoT paradigm in ambient assisted living
platform.
10]In ”When things matter: A data centric view of the
Internet of Things”, main techniques in IoT from data centric
point of view, which includes data stream processing , data
storage models , complex event processing and searching
has been discussed.

4. GAP ANALYSIS
Paper
no
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Data
format
Sensor data
,RFID
Time series
data
Sensor data
Historical
data
Sensor data
Time series
data
Sensor data
Sensor data
Historical
data
Sensor data

Storage

architecture
Centralized

Processi
ng speed
High

Server
response
Good

Cloud
based
Local

Decentralized

High

Good

Local
Cloud
based
Cloud
based
Local

centralized
Centralized

Low
Medium

Good
moderate

Centralized

Low

Moderate

Decentralized

High

Good

Local
Local
Cloud
based
Cloud
based

Centralized
Decentralized
Centralized

High
Medium
High

Moderate
Good
Good

Centralized

Low

Good

Table- 1: Gap Analysis
It is useful to classify data of the IoT into a number of
categories. Some data is discrete and some continuous, some
automatically generated and some an input by humans. For
gap analysis, data format, storage, architecture, processing
speed and server response are the points which are taken
into consideration We have categorized the data into the
following areas: RFID, address/unique identifiers,
descriptive data, positional and environmental data, sensor
data, historical data. Radio Frequency Identification refers to
identification and tracking using radio waves and is
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becoming a common place technology. In paper
[1],[3],[5],[7],[8],[10] ,sensor data is used where in [2] and
[6] time series data and in [4],[9] historical data used.
Processing speed is high in [1][2][6][7][9] where medium
and low in [4],[8] and [3],[5],[10] respectively.

processing may be needed to filter and clean data before
meaningful operations take place. This is all about the
various phases in the data lifecycle in IoT.

5. IOT DATA LIFECYCLE AND DATA MANAGEMENT
The lifecycle of data within an IoT system is illustrated in
Fig 1. Querying and analysis are the end points that initiate
and consume data production [3]. We divide an IoT data
management system based on the data lifecycle into an
online frontend that interacts directly with the
interconnected IoT objects and sensors, and an offline
backend that handles the mass storage and in-depth analysis
of IoT data. The data management frontend is
communication-intensive; involving the propagation of
query requests and results to and from sensors and smart
objects. The backend is storage-intensive; involving the mass
storage of produced data for later processing and analysis
and more in-depth queries [8][11][12]. Although the storage
elements reside on the back end, they interact with the front
end on a frequent basis via continuous updates and are thus
referred to as online [5][6].
Data-intensive systems rely on querying as the core process
to access and retrieve data. In an IoT context, queries can be
issued either to request real-time data to be collected for
temporal monitoring purposes or to retrieve a certain view
of the data stored within the system. Data production
involves sensing, collecting and sending data by the Things
within the IoT framework and reporting this data to
interested
parties
periodically,
pushing
up
the network to aggregation points and subsequently to
database servers, or triggered by queries that pull the data
from sensors and smart objects. Fusion techniques deploy
summarization and merging operations in real-time to
compress the volume of data to be stored and transmitted. In
delivery, the objects within the IoT may store data for a
certain time interval or report it to governing components.
Wired or wireless broadband communications may be used
from there to transfer data to permanent data stores. Data
may need to be pre-processed to handle missing data, remove
redundancies and integrate data from different sources into
a unified schema before being committed to storage. Storage
phase handles the efficient storage and organization of data
as well as the continuous updates of data. Archiving refers to
the offline long-term storage of data that is not immediately
needed for the system's ongoing operations. The core of
centralized storage is deployment of storage structures that
adapt to various data types and frequency of data capture.
Processing phase involves the ongoing retrieval and analysis
operations performed on stored and archived data in order
to gain insights into historical data and predict
future trends, or to detect abnormalities in the data that may
trigger further investigation or action. Task-specific pre© 2017, IRJET
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Fig - 1: IoT data lifecycle and data management

6. DATA MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK FOR IOT
The proposed IoT data management framework consists
of six layers, two of which include sub-layers and
complementary or twin layers. The framework layers relate
closely to the phases of the IoT data lifecycle, as shown in
Figure 2 [3][9]. The “Things” Layer encompasses IoT sensors
and smart objects (data production objects), as well as
modules for in-network processing and data collection/realtime aggregation (processing, aggregation). The
Communication Layer provides support for transmission of
requests, queries, data, and results (collection and delivery).
The Data layers respectively handle the discovery and
cataloguing of data sources and the storage and indexing of
collected data (data storage/archival). The Data Layer also
handles data and query processing for local, autonomous
data repository sites (filtering, preprocessing, processing)
[7][10][12].
The Federation Layer provides the abstraction and
integration of data repositories that is necessary for global
query/analysis requests, using metadata stored in the Data
Sources layer to support real-time integration of sources as
well as location-centric requests (preprocessing, integration,
fusion). The Query Layer handles the details of query
processing and optimization in cooperation with the
Federation Layer as well as the complementary Transactions
Layer (processing, delivery).
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Fig – 3: State transition diagram

8. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we discussed the IoT data management
lifecycle, in which data goes through various stages of
processing. Also we outlined the framework which highlights
the need for two-way, cross-layered design approach that
can address both real-time and archival query, analysis, and
service needs.

Fig – 2: IoT data management Framework

7. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

Future work involves mapping the details of the proposed
framework more closely to the reference model in the IoT-A,
in-depth investigation and development of a data
management solution that builds upon the proposed
framework, and adding considerations of data security and
privacy into the framework design in compliance with the
considerations that need to be addressed in the IoT dynamic
and heterogeneous environment. Industry wide global
standards, unified communication protocols, and highly
enhanced security aspects and middleware problems are left
for future work.

Input = Sensory Data {sd}
Sd = {s1, s2, s3 …sn}
Output = Managed / Evaluated Information
Mathematical model using Moore machine
( Q, Σ, O, δ, X, q0 )
Q = {1) Unique identification of data sources,
2) Generate clear unified format for data,
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